
Quiz	  1	  Version	  A	  

1)	  

2)	  

An	  aerosol	  of	  whipped	  cream	  is	  pressurized	  at	  300	  kPa	  when	  it’s	  refrigerated	  	  
at	  3	  degree	  Celsius.	  The	  can	  warns	  against	  temperature	  in	  excess	  of	  60	  degree	  
Celsius.	  What	  is	  the	  maximum	  safe	  pressure	  for	  the	  can?	  
	  
a)	  400	  kPa	  	  	  	  b)	  600	  kPa	  	  	  	  c)	  800	  kPa	  	  	  d)	  1000	  kPa	  	  e)	  2000	  kPa	  

Which	  of	  the	  following	  statements	  is	  most	  correct	  ?	  	  
	  
a)  RadiaKon	  can	  transfer	  heat	  through	  the	  vacuum.	  
b)  Two	  idenKcal	  systems	  that	  are	  in	  the	  same	  macroscopic	  state	  must	  also	  be	  	  
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  in	  the	  same	  microscopic	  state.	  
c)  Two	  idenKcal	  cylinders	  at	  the	  same	  temperature	  that	  both	  contain	  H2	  must	  
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  also	  have	  the	  same	  pressure.	  
d)  All	  of	  the	  above	  are	  correct.	  
e)  None	  of	  the	  above	  are	  correct.	  



3)	  

4)	  

5)	  

6)	  

9) We learn from experience that we can loosen a metal lid that is stuck on a glass jar by pouring
hot water over the lid. Why does this work?

A) The glass contracts, making it easier for the lid to open.
B) The metal lid contracts, making it easier for the lid to open.
C) The metal lid expands, while the glass contracts, making it easier for the lid to open.
D) Both glass and metal expand. However metals expand more versus temperature than

glass, thus making it easier for the lid to open.
E) Both glass and metal contract. However, glass contracts more versus temperature, making

it easier for the lid to open.

9)

10) Typical peak temperatures in San Diego these days are around 80 degree Fahrenheit. What's
this in degree Celsius?

A) 25 B) 27 C) 29 D) 31 E) 33

10)
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MULTIPLE CHOICE.  Choose the one alternative that best completes the statement or answers the question.

1) A person reading a European newspaper finds that the low temperature the night before in
Stockholm was 12eC. What is the equivalent temperature in degrees Fahrenheit?

A) 38.7e F B) 21.6e F C) 53.6e F D) 24.4e F

1)

2) A composite rectangular solid has material 1 on the bottom and material 2 on the top. The
temperature of the bottom is 346.0e C and the temperature of the top is 298.0e C. Material 1 has
a thermal resistance of 0.15 K/W, and material 2 has a thermal resistance of 0.40 K/W. Find the
heat-flow rate. Assume the thickness is small compared with the surface area, so heat loss at
the edges can be neglected.

A) 1100 W B) -190 W C) -2,900 W D) -87 W

2)

3) Which of the three methods of energy transfer can transfer energy through a vacuum?
A) conduction B) convection C) radiation

3)

4) Two identical looking physical systems are in the same macroscopic state. Must they also be in
the same microscopic state?

A) yes B) no

4)

5) Two identical looking physical systems are in the same microscopic state. Must they also be in
the same macroscopic state?

A) yes B) no

5)

6) Why do large bodies of water exert a temperature moderating effect o their surroundings?
A) Water moderates climate because it tends to be colder than air.
B) Large bodies of water have large heat capacity.
C) Water has large heat conductivity and thus provides a fixed temperature bath.
D) Water has small heat conductivity and thus provides a fixed temperature bath.

6)

7) It is necessary to determine the specific heat of an unknown object. The mass of the object is
227.0 g. It is determined experimentally that it takes 16.0 J to raise the temperature 10.0e C.
Find the specific heat of the object.

A) 0.001,40 J/kg œ K B) 3,630,000 J/kg œ K
C) 7.05 J/kg œ K D) 1600 J/kg œ K

7)

8) A 621.0-g iron meteor impacts the earth at a speed of 1922.0 m/s. If its energy is entirely
converted to heat of the meteorite, what will the resultant temperature rise be? (The specific
heat for iron is 447 J/kgœeC.)

A) 6.30e C B) 4000e C C) 16,300e C D) 2,430,000e C

8)

9) A blacksmith heats a 1.1kg iron horseshoe to 550 degree Celsius, then plunges it into a bucket
containing 15kg of water at 20 degree Celsius. What is the final temperature? Assume that al
the heat lost by the horseshoe is transferred to the water. (specific heat water = 1 cal/(gram *
degree C); iron = 0.107 cal/(gram * degree C).

A) 24 degree Celsius B) 15 degree Celsius
C) 48 degree Celsius D) 96 degree Celsius

9)
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1
10) How long will it take a 500W microwave oven to vaporize completely a 500g block of ice that is

initially at zero degree Celsius? (Lf = 334 kJ/kg; cw = 4.184 kJ/(kg*K), Lv = 2257 kJ/kg)
A) 1 min B) 10 min C) 1 hour D) 1 day

10)

2

9) If you put 1kg of water at 1 degree Celsius together with 0.5kg of steam at 100 degrees Celsius,
what will the final temperature be after the two equilibriate? (Lf = 334 kJ/kg; cw = 4.184
kJ/(kg*K), Lv = 2257 kJ/kg)

A) 0 degree celsius
B) 50 degree Celsius
C) 100 degree Celsius
D) between 65 and 100 degree Celsius
E) between 0 and 45 degree celsius

9)

10) Three gases of 1mol each have the same amount of internal energy. The gases have 3,5,7
degrees of freedom. Which will have the largest average velocity for each molecule?

A) the gas with 3 degrees of freedom
B) the gas with 5 degrees of freedom
C) the gas with 7 degrees of freedom
D) same, because the average velocity depends only on temperature.

10)
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227.0 g. It is determined experimentally that it takes 16.0 J to raise the temperature 10.0e C.
Find the specific heat of the object.

A) 0.001,40 J/kg œ K B) 3,630,000 J/kg œ K
C) 7.05 J/kg œ K D) 1600 J/kg œ K

7)

8) A 621.0-g iron meteor impacts the earth at a speed of 1922.0 m/s. If its energy is entirely
converted to heat of the meteorite, what will the resultant temperature rise be? (The specific
heat for iron is 447 J/kgœeC.)

A) 6.30e C B) 4000e C C) 16,300e C D) 2,430,000e C

8)

9) A blacksmith heats a 1.1kg iron horseshoe to 550 degree Celsius, then plunges it into a bucket
containing 15kg of water at 20 degree Celsius. What is the final temperature? Assume that al
the heat lost by the horseshoe is transferred to the water. (specific heat water = 1 cal/(gram *
degree C); iron = 0.107 cal/(gram * degree C).

A) 24 degree Celsius B) 15 degree Celsius
C) 48 degree Celsius D) 96 degree Celsius

9)

1
10) How long will it take a 500W microwave oven to vaporize completely a 500g block of ice that is

initially at zero degree Celsius? (Lf = 334 kJ/kg; cw = 4.184 kJ/(kg*K), Lv = 2257 kJ/kg)
A) 1 min B) 10 min C) 1 hour D) 1 day

10)

2

9) If you put 1kg of water at 1 degree Celsius together with 0.5kg of steam at 100 degrees Celsius,
what will the final temperature be after the two equilibriate? (Lf = 334 kJ/kg; cw = 4.184
kJ/(kg*K), Lv = 2257 kJ/kg)

A) 0 degree celsius
B) 50 degree Celsius
C) 100 degree Celsius
D) between 65 and 100 degree Celsius
E) between 0 and 45 degree celsius

9)

10) Three gases of 1mol each have the same amount of internal energy. The gases have 3,5,7
degrees of freedom. Which will have the largest average velocity for each molecule?

A) the gas with 3 degrees of freedom
B) the gas with 5 degrees of freedom
C) the gas with 7 degrees of freedom
D) same, because the average velocity depends only on temperature.

10)
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7) Three gases of 1mol each have the same amount of internal energy. The gases have 3,5,7
degrees of freedom. Which will have the largest average velocity for each molecule?

A) the gas with 3 degrees of freedom
B) the gas with 5 degrees of freedom
C) the gas with 7 degrees of freedom
D) same, because the average velocity depends only on temperature.

7)

8) The macroscopic state of a carton capable of holding 6 egs is specified by the number of eggs in
the cartoon. The microscopic state is specified by telling where each egg is in the carton. How
many microscopic states correspond to the macroscopic state of a full carton?

A) 1 B) 10 C) 100 D) 1000 E) 10000

8)

9) The solar corona is an extended atmosphere of hot gas (2 Million Kelvin) at a pressure of about
0.03 Pa. What is the density of particles in this gas? (k = 1.38 10^-23 J/K )

A) 10^11 particles per cubic meter
B) 10^13 particles per cubic meter
C) 10^15 particles per cubic meter
D) 10^17 particles per cubic meter
E) 10^20 particles per cubic meter

9)

10) How much ice can a 625 W microwave melt in 1min if the ice is initially at 0 degree Celsius?
(Lf = 334 J/gram)

A) 0.1 kg B) 0.5 kg C) 1kg D) 5 kg E) 10 kg

10)

2

Exam

Name___________________________________

MULTIPLE CHOICE.  Choose the one alternative that best completes the statement or answers the question.

1) Which is the largest unit: one Celsius degree, one Kelvin degree, or one Fahrenheit degree?
A) one Celsius degree
B) one Kelvin degree
C) one Fahrenheit degree
D) both one Celsius degree and one Kelvin degree
E) both one Fahrenheit degree and one Celsius degree

1)

2) Two identical cylinders at the same temperature contain the same gas. If A contaisn three times
as much gas as B, which cylinder has the higher pressure?

A) cylinder A B) cylinder B
C) both the same D) it depends on the temperature T

2)

3) Two drinking glasses are stuck, one inside the other. How would you get them unstuck?
A) run hot water over them both B) put hot water into the inner one
C) run hot water over the outer one D) run cold water over them both

3)

4) It is necessary to determine the specific heat of an unknown object. The mass of the object is
500 g. It is determined experimentally that it takes 16.0 J to raise the temperature 10.0e C. Find
the specific heat of the object.

A) 3 J/kg œ K B) 15J/kg œ K C) 7 J/kg œ K D) 1 J/kg œ K

4)

5) A 621.0-g iron meteor impacts the earth at a speed of 1922.0 m/s. If its energy is entirely
converted to heat of the meteorite, what will the resultant temperature rise be? (The specific
heat for iron is 447 J/kgœeC.)

A) 6.30e C B) 4000e C C) 16,300e C D) 2,430,000e C

5)

6) How long will it take a 500W microwave oven to vaporize completely a 100g block of ice that is
initially at zero degree Celsius? (Lf = 334 kJ/kg; cw = 4.184 kJ/(kg*K), Lv = 2257 kJ/kg)

A) 1 min B) 10 min C) 1 hour D) 10 hours

6)

7) An enclosed rabbit hutch has a thermal resistance of 0.25K/W. If you put a 50W heat lamp in
the hutch on a day when the outside temperature is -15 degree Celsius, what will be the hutch
temperature? Ignore the metabolism of the rabbit.

A) -5 degree Celsius
B) - 2.5 degree Celsius
C) 0 degree Celsius
D) + 2.5 degree Celsius
E) -10 degree Celsius

7)

8) What happens to the volume of a balloon if you put it in the freezer?
A) It increases. B) It does not change. C) It decreases.

8)

9) An areosol of whipped cream is pressurized at 440 kPa when it's refrigerated at 3 degree
Celsius. The can warns against temperatures in excess of 50 degree Celsius. What is the
maximum safe pressure for the can?

A) 500 kPa B) 1000 kPa C) 4000 kPa D) 7000 kPa E) 600 kPa

9)

1

a	  700g	  



7)	  

8)	  

Quiz 1 Version A 
 
 

MULTIPLE CHOICE.  Choose the one alternative that best completes the statement or answers the question. 
 

1) It is necessary to determine the specific heat of an unknown object. The mass of the object is   
500 g. It is determined experimentally that it takes 16.0 J to raise the temperature 10.0 Kelvin. 
Find the specific heat of the object. 

A) 3 J/kg * K 
B) 15J/kg * K 
C) 7 J/kg * K 
D) 1 J/kg * K 
E) 0.3J/kg *  K 

 
 

2) Assume you have an ice/water/steam mixture at the triple point.  What happens as you increase the 
pressure at constant temperature? 

A) The volume decreases, but otherwise nothing happens. 
B) The steam and ice turns into water. 
C) The water and steam turns into ice. 
D) The ice and water turns into steam. 

 
3) Assume you increase the temperature of a liquid at constant pressure slightly below the critical   

point, then increase the pressure above the critical point,  and cool the liquid back down, then 
decrease the pressure to return to the starting point.  What phase transitions are you encountering? 

A) First liquid to gas, then gas to liquid on the way back. 
B) First liquid to solid, then solid to liquid on the way back. 
C) Only liquid to gas. 
D) Only liquid to solid. 
E) First liquid to gas, then gas to solid. 

 
 

4) How long will it take a 500W microwave oven to vaporize completely a 100g block of ice that is   
initially at zero degree Celsius?  (Lf = 334 kJ/kg; cw = 4.184 kJ/(kg*K), Lv = 2257 kJ/kg) 

A) 1 min  B) 10 min  C) 1 hour  D) 10 hours 
 

5) An aerosol of whipped cream is pressurized at 440 kPa when it’s refrigerated at 3 degree Celsius. The can 
warns against temperatures in excess of 50 degree Celsius. What is the maximum safe pressure for the can? 

A) 500 kPa 
B) 600 kPa 
C) 1000 kPa 
D) 4000 kPa 
E) 7000 kPa 

 
 

6) What happens to the volume of a balloon if you put it in the freezer?    
A) It increases. B) It does not change. C) It decreases. 
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What	  happens	  to	  the	  volume	  of	  a	  balloon	  filled	  with	  an	  ideal	  gass	  
if	  you	  put	  the	  baloon	  into	  the	  freezer	  ?	  
	  
a)  It	  increases	  	  	  	  	  	  	  b)	  it	  decreases	  	  	  	  	  	  	  c)	  it	  does	  not	  change	  	  	  
d)	  	  	  the	  answer	  depends	  on	  the	  amount	  of	  gas	  in	  the	  balloon.	  



9)	  

10)	  

7) Three gases of 1mol each have the same amount of internal energy. The gases have 3,5,7  
degrees of freedom. Which will have the largest average velocity  for each molecule? 

A) the gas with 3 degrees of freedom 
B) the gas with 5 degrees of freedom 
C) the gas with 7 degrees of freedom 
D) same, because the average velocity  depends only on temperature. 

 
 

8) Two identical cylinders at the same temperature contain Oxygen. If A contains three times as much Oxygen gas 
as B, which cylinder has the higher pressure? 

A) cyl inder  A B) cylinder B C) both the same D) it depends on the temperature 
 

9) The solar corona  is an extended atmosphere of hot gas (2 Million Kelvin) at a pressure of about   
0.03 Pa. What is the density of particles in this gas? (k = 1.38 10^-23  J/K  ) 

A) 10^11 particles per cubic meter 
B) 10^13 particles per cubic meter 
C) 10^15 particles per cubic meter 
D) 10^17 particles per cubic meter 
E) 10^20 particles per cubic meter 

 

 
10) How  much  ice can a 625 W microwave melt in 1min if the ice is initially at 0 degree Celsius? 

(Lf = 334 J/gram) 
A) 0.1 kg  B) 0.5 kg  C) 1kg  D) 5 kg  E) 10 kg 
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7) Three gases of 1mol each have the same amount of internal energy. The gases have 3,5,7  
degrees of freedom. Which will have the largest average velocity  for each molecule? 

A) the gas with 3 degrees of freedom 
B) the gas with 5 degrees of freedom 
C) the gas with 7 degrees of freedom 
D) same, because the average velocity  depends only on temperature. 

 
 

8) Two identical cylinders at the same temperature contain Oxygen. If A contains three times as much Oxygen gas 
as B, which cylinder has the higher pressure? 

A) cyl inder  A B) cylinder B C) both the same D) it depends on the temperature 
 

9) The solar corona  is an extended atmosphere of hot gas (2 Million Kelvin) at a pressure of about   
0.03 Pa. What is the density of particles in this gas? (k = 1.38 10^-23  J/K  ) 

A) 10^11 particles per cubic meter 
B) 10^13 particles per cubic meter 
C) 10^15 particles per cubic meter 
D) 10^17 particles per cubic meter 
E) 10^20 particles per cubic meter 

 

 
10) How  much  ice can a 625 W microwave melt in 1min if the ice is initially at 0 degree Celsius? 

(Lf = 334 J/gram) 
A) 0.1 kg  B) 0.5 kg  C) 1kg  D) 5 kg  E) 10 kg 
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